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Abstract
The K-BTE device releases bio electrons, by wire or wireless, enriched with natural acids. It will improve patient with
Neurological disorders for first time ever, heal strokes’ as well as dispersing by "burning off" number of different
malignant cancer cells, it will shrunk any number of benign or malignant tumors with metastasis in the brain or any
other physical organ – with no harm to healthy cells. Bio Electrons “Melts by burning off” then disperses dead cells and
damaged/senescent cells, dispersing parasites, bacteria’s, microbes, viruses, etc., from the fiber tissue of atrophied
muscle of physical organs, bone and cartilage tissue – as well as plaque from the vascular system – with no harm to
healthy cells. Too, by this technology deterioration of muscle and bone tissue in space will be prevented. In this way
Astronauts will be capable to stay in space, years and years, not only six months as today.
The K-BTE device attracts and transfers sun light quanta particles into the brain through hair. Bio elemental electrons
photons' from DNA nucleus of brain cells interact with attracted Nano bio photons from sun's light quanta particles, and
has capability to awake billions of hibernate brain nerve cells, and activate tens of billions of its neurons, sending new
impulses. Stimulating Pinal gland patient can monitor by closed eyes, bright rounds/circles rounding round through
brain, awakening billions of dormant brain cells. In this way regaining its ability to send impulses throughout the body
while improving memory and mobility. Next step is recovering, re-built, and re-growth of brain gray matter tissue or
any other physical organs’ fiber muscle tissue by penetrating by enriched bio electrons by amino acids. This is new
extended vital and healthy life-span of 40 to 50 years for human beings.
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Definition and Capability of Bio Electrons’ Photons:
Bio Electrons’ Photons are sub elemental quanta energetic forms of bio electricity. Bio electricity is converted from
Tesla AC industrial electricity, connected by a special circuit. Connected in the special circuit enables us to produce RC
reverse current. Reverse current RC is a carrier of a magnetic charge and unmistakably “extracting”, AC magnetic from
electromagnetic charges. Industrial electrons directly release magnetic charges in the opposite direction from its AC
electrons. In this way we cracked the electrons, releasing it from magnetic and converted in bio electrons. It enable us
to perform higher Voltages as 120V, 240V, and more Voltages, transferring bio electron photons’ in Micro and Nano
Amperes with different elemental frequencies under absolute control. Bio electrons’ coalesce/meet each other by
“burning off” striking malignant cancer cells or any others sick cells with multiple sheaves of bio electrons in brain, and
even from multiple five or more direction with no harm to healthy cells in brain, heart, lungs or elsewhere.
Conclusion: Laser Acupuncture by Bio Electrons’ Therapy, and Nano Bio Photons’ Performing Cleaning and
Regeneration is unique in USA and the World in Prevention, Healing and Extending Humans’ Lives.
The K-BTE medical device releases bio-electrons, either by wire or wirelessly, fully enriched with natural acids. This
medical device will improve patients with neurological disorders for the first time ever; heal strokes and heart attacks as
well. It will shrink any number of benign or malignant tumours with metastasis in the brain or any other physical organ.
This occurs by burning off numerous malignant cancer cells, and then dispersing them. There is never any harm to
healthy cells. Bio-electrons melt by burning off and then dispersing damaged and senescent cells. Concurrently, the
bioelectricity eliminates and disperses parasites, bacteria, microbes, viruses, etc., from the connective fiber tissue of
atrophied muscle in any physical organ, bone or cartilage tissue. Bio-electrons also reduce and eliminate plaque from
the vascular system, namely; arteries, veins, capillaries. This recovers and rebuilds the vasculature in any physical
organ – with no harm to healthy cells.
With this technology, the deterioration of muscle and bone tissue in space can be prevented. Astronauts will be capable
of staying in space for years and years, with no deterioration of muscle or bone tissue. Instead of staying in space for
only six months and creating significant deterioration, astronauts will be capable of staying in space for much more
time without risk of dying.
Enriched by natural acids these bio-electrons become capable of dissolving unhealthy particles in fiber tissue
and plaque from arteries, veins and capillaries. The bio-electric energy then dissolves and disperses the
unhealthy particles. This action creates the cleaning of innumerable sick particles, damaged/senescent cells, and
oxidized proteins from fiber tissue without any harm to healthy cells. This dissolving and dispersing of extremely
bad, dangerous and unhealthy particles can easily operate in the gray and white matter of the brain and also
inside the fiber tissue of any other physical organ.
In the brain, any kind of neurological disorder can be detected by searching for deeply painful, affected areas. Such pain
spots can then be reversed with enriched bio-electrons. The same healing capability occurs identically in atrophied
muscle, bone or cartilage tissue. After successful cleaning, the body then regenerates the connective tissue of any
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physical organ fiber tissue. This includes the brain, heart, liver, lungs, etc. After successful cleaning, the bioelectric energy regenerates and stimulates the re-growth of bone and cartilage tissue. This energy also works to
clean the plaque in the entire vascular system by dispersing these unhealthy particles. The ever-present keynote of
the K-BTE device is always the lack of harm to the healthy cells and absolutely no side effects.
Human blood vessels consist of endothelial cells, which line the inside of blood vessels. These vascular endothelial
cells contain lysosomes as a cellular garbage disposal system requiring acid to work properly. When endothelial cells
are healthy it prevents blood from adhering. The act of aging and tissue affected by disease causes blood elements to be
found sticking inside the vessels. This phenomenon of piled up cells affects the lysosomes ability to properly dispose
of the endothelial cells, and coincidentally reduces acidity in the lysosomes.
Today’s Medical science confirms that cellular garbage accumulating in the lysosomes of the endothelial cells
speeds up the aging process. The result is accelerated biological aging in human endothelial cells, which line the
inside of blood vessels. This also increases the risk of heart attacks, strokes, renal failure and different
neurological disorders, etc.
Kostovic Acupuncture by Bio-Electrons Laser, Corp. is the only Centre in the World capable of cleaning the
lysosomes of endothelial cells. The already piled up cellular debris adhering to blood elements in lysosomes
functioning as "cellular garbage disposals" are dispersed. Lysosomes of endothelial cells are supplied with and
nourished by new acids. Providing acid significantly eliminates the acceleration of biological aging, extends
human life, and prevents a plethora of diseases including heart attacks, strokes, renal failure, and different
neurological disorders.
As an additional improvement, during the third step, we are capable of transferring bio-electrons with amino acids
enriched/wrapped together with these self-same bio-electrons, to supply any organ’s fiber muscle tissue with exactly the
same amino acids from which these blocks of connective fiber tissue are built. So it is recovering and healing and
allowing regrowth and regeneration of any block of fiber muscle tissue in any human physical organ. In this fashion it
is avoiding atrophy-wrinkles of muscle, which are a sign of alarm and signals of premature aging and dying.
Cleaning is the first step by introducing natural acids of enriched/wrapped bio-electrons. This event is most
important to the basic knowledge and achievement of healing numerous diseases. The second step is transfer
through the hair on the patient’s skull of the Sun's quanta light particles. These particles contain elemental strings of
nano bio-photons which by awakening billions of brain nerve cells increase the number of new impulses through newly
awakened neurons. Only gathering and transferring of the sun’s light quanta particles gives the capability to awake
dormant, hibernating brain nerve cells and their neurons. Mr. Kostovic’s centre has been providing and performing this
technique successfully for over 22 years on humans. World science is far behind this unique paradigm shifting
technology of bio-electrons.
These bio-electrons enriched/wrapped with natural acids are capable of penetrating in multiple sheaves and
from more than one direction deep to any spot of any physical organ including brain, heart, lungs, kidneys, liver,
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etc. Again, this is achieved with no harm to healthy cells. Bio-electrons penetrating from multiple directions and
multiple sheaves coalesce/meet each other on particularly affected areas/spots, no matter how deep it is. This one event
is one of the most important clues of the penetration by "collision of bio- electrons" which prevents and heals by
cleaning of any liposomal accumulation inside the endothelial cells, as well as the maintenance of any and all of the
human physical organs.
All the above has been achieved through new basic and proprietary technology for healing in Medical Science by
simply cleaning and maintaining the human physical organs. This medical truth was neglected in Western Europe and
the US from 1950 until 2010. This technology was performed by top secret military researchers 70 to 90 years ago,
developed by the best PhD and Nobel Prize Experts in Nazi Germany and Ex. Soviet Union. Mr. Kostovic did his
research successfully in Berlin and Moscow from 1985-1996. Mr Kostovic invented the KBTE laser device in
1997/1998 in Helsingborg, Sweden. This invention has allowed him to perform bio-electrons laser acupuncture
therapy for 22 years on humans, three years in Europe and nineteen years in the USA. Mr Kostovic’s invention
has no harmful side effects and no harm to healthy cells in the human body.
Melting cleanses the fiber tissue of dead cells, oxidized proteins, and damaged/senescent cells, which are
specifically biological garbage cells, by dispersing them and making space for the formation of new and healthy
cells.
This resourcing of emerging healthy human cells of any physical organ is endless.
These healthy cells often die, because they cannot reach the fiber tissue. This cellular death is due to the insufficient
room/space in the fiber tissue, occupied by the dead cells, the oxidized proteins and the damaged senescent cells, which
today’s science calls biological garbage.
Cleaning of biological garbage by bio-electrons wrapped/enriched by natural acids is the clue and the most
important first step for a vital and significantly longer life. Additionally, the K-BTE Medical Laser Device has the
capability to cleanse the body of radioactive radiation particles with acids of Mannuronic and Gluronic algae’s. These
acids have already proven to have helped some people suffering from Chernobyl in 1989-1991. Found in the South
Pacific, these algaes were discovered by Dr. Goran Michanek in Gothenberg, Sweden with whom Mr. Kostovic
collaborated. Not only radiation, but different types of toxic biochemical nerve gas can also be effectively cleaned. This
enriched bio-electron-radiation-emitting-process is absolutely non-radioactive and non-toxic. This therapy is the
essence of non-shock electric therapy.
The K-BTE device attracts and transfers sun light quanta particles into the brain through hair on the skull. Bioelemental electron photons from the DNA nucleus of brain cells interact with attracted elemental strings of nano biophotons. These nano bio-photons from the sun's light quanta particles have the capability of awakening billions of
hibernating brain nerve cells thereby activating tens of billions of brain neurons to send new impulses. Official Medical
science estimated that human brain is consisted from hundred millions billions by billions dormant/hibernate brain
nerve cells. These are number of sub sequences and next quanta sub sequences of dormant/hibernate brain nerve
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cells, never before awaked to perform sending new impulses into brain. Mr Kostovic Centre discovered technique to
awake billions of these sub sequences of dormant/hibernate brain nerve cells, which neurons start to send the tens of
billions of new impulses to support any of human physical organ. In world this achievement in Medical science is
unique, performed by KBTE device.
By safely stimulating the pineal gland the patient can visualize with closed eyes, bright rounds/circles circling around
through the brain awakening billions of dormant brain cells. Released biochemical elemental charges from sun’s light
quanta particles additionally safely nourish and stimulate the Hypothalamus gland and Pituitary gland allowing us of
regaining this gland’s ability to send impulses throughout the body while improving memory and mobility. The next
step is recovering and rebuilding by facilitating the regrowth of brain gray matter tissue. The same process works or any
other physical organ’s fiber muscle tissue. This is accomplished by penetrating the tissue with enriched bio-electrons
enhanced with amino acids. This can create a new extended vital and healthy life span of 40 to 50 more years for
human beings.
Definition and Capability of Bio-Electron’s Photons:
Bio-electron’s photons are sub-elemental quanta energetic forms of bio-electricity. Bio-electricity is converted from
Tesla AC industrial electricity, connected by a special circuit. Connected in the special circuit enables us to produce a
Reverse Current or RC is a carrier of a magnetic charge and unmistakably separates AC magnetic from its
electromagnetic charges. Industrial electrons directly release magnetic charges in the opposite direction from its
AC electrons. We cracked the electrons, in this way, releasing electrons from magnetic and converted them into
bio-electrons. It enables us to perform with higher voltages such as 120V, 240V, or even higher voltages and then
transferring bio-electron photons into micro and nano amperes. Each voltage has different elemental frequencies under
absolute control. Bio-electrons coalesce/meet each other by burning off and striking malignant cancer cells or any other
sick cells with multiple sheaves of bio-electric energy. Bio-electrons penetrate to the brain, for example, even from a
multiple of five or more directions without harming healthy cells in the brain. The heart, lungs or any organ anywhere
in the body also experiences the same result of maximum effect with no harm to healthy tissue.
Mr. Kostovic successfully researched and has been providing the Laser acupuncture with bio-electron therapy for more
than 22 years. In one sequence of care Mr. Kostovic provides therapy by directing bio-photons onto the nucleus of
DNA in the brain through the hair on the skull. Mr Kostovic believes his revolutionary therapy breakthrough is
hundreds of years beyond any Medical Science existing today in the USA, or anywhere else in the Western World.
To the best of his knowledge, he is only one in the world who has performed this research and therapy with bioelectrons successfully. It is worth trillions of US dollars, not simply billions. Mr Kostovic only speaks about the
things he has actually done.
For example, the US is spending more than $400 billion each year on cancer research and healing, more than $500
billion on heart attack research and healing, and more than $800 billion on neurological disorders. There are more than
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600 different types of these neurological disorders. For other diseases such as diabetes, kidney failures, etc., the US is
spending hundreds of billions of dollars each year.
The health quotient of/in the USA is pretty much hidden, because the results are disastrous.
A few examples include the following: In the US alone, there are two thousand people dying every 24 hours from
cancer in horrible/miserable deaths. Another two thousand people in the US die from heart attacks daily.
Mr. Kostovic defeated the glaring medical ignorance of science. He attributes this ignorance to the lack of basic
knowledge in healing and the lack of proper scientific technology to successfully restore human health and vitality.
Mr. Kostovic’s Technology centre is capable of rescuing the lives of 70 - 80 percent of those US cancer patients
that otherwise have no hope of true recovery, and as such die. Furthermore, his Technology centre is capable of
rescuing 70 - 80 percent of the patients that are currently suffering and dying from heart attacks each day. His
centre has such capability to achieve these goals. Mr. Kostovic’s Technology centre can rescue the lives of US
patients who die unnecessarily, due to the lack of knowledge and the lack of technology, without side effects and
with zero harm to the healthy cells and organs.
Over 60 million people in the US are suffering from approximately 600 different neurological disorders. The so-called
PhD best experts in Government Institutes and Private Institutes cannot improve a single patient, nor can they heal a
single patient from these neurological disorders. The reason is simple: they did not develop the proper technology to
safely perform any cleaning on the brain, the spinal cord or the central nervous system of the human body. They never
accomplished cleaning of biological garbage which has piled up with the lysosome disposal function of endothelial
cells.
In the US, from some Government corrupted Institutes; there was not enough interest to rescue the lives of US
patients. The lives of these US patients are irrelevant to these US Institutions. The FDA and NIH simply don’t
care. Mr. Kostovic recently arranged a deal with China. He is moving his still top secret technology from the US
to China. In this fashion, US patients suffering from terminal disease will ironically be helped faster by China’s
involvement.
Mr. Kostovic’s K-BTE centre successfully pioneered the technology to improve these 60 million US patients suffering
from neurological disorders and heal number of them, by performing cleaning with bio-electrons on the brain and spinal
cord. The US and the rest of the world are not as advanced simply because they did not develop, nor they do not have
access to any scientific technology capable of cleaning and maintaining physical organs.
With this ground breaking technology, Mr. Kostovic’s centre has successfully treated the following: seventy to
eighty year-old people capable of keeping their physical organs in such a level of vitality and health that it is
similar to people twenty-five to thirty-five years younger than their age. This is achieved by cleaning their
physical organs with bio-electrons. His development of Bio-Therapy is priceless technology in healing and
relatively inexpensive to be produced for people around the world.
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In a few spots in the Himalayas, experts found forty year-old monkeys with hearts twenty years younger than their
biological age. This is attributable to the cleaning of their physical organs and hearts by herbs enriched with natural
acids that maintain already cleaned organs with invigorated bio-photon impulses in such specific environmental areas.
Mr. Kostovic replicates what is already occurring in Nature. His centre just copy Nature!
Mr. Kostovic’s centre is the only centre in the world which accomplishes cleaning by melting and bio-electrically
burning off of oxidized proteins, damaged senescent cells, different parasites, bacillus, bacteria’s and viruses
from physical organs. The K-BTE technology is uniquely capable of safely and properly cleaning dead brain and
nerve cells. The phenomena of the necessity of cleaning we learned from nature, as some spots in the Himalayas reveal.
By cleaning human physical organs from dead cells in a natural, harm free way we have revealed the most essential
clue to extending human life into a vital and healthy result.
The K-BTE device attracts and transfers light of sun quanta particles consisting by its structure of elemental
concentric rings which are constructed of bio-chemical charges of elemental strings of bio-photons and electron
neutrinos which penetrate directly into the brain. This light injection fosters the regeneration, recovery and
regrowth of neurons in the brain. This enlightening process facilitates the brain tissue to be able to regain its
ability to send impulses throughout the body while simultaneously improving mobility and homeostasis. The
blocking of impulses and circulation harms the body. Simply unblocking nerve cells in these spots improves the
entire system.
Rules of this Novel & Advanced Technology in Medicine by Bio-Electron’s Photons Laser Acupuncture
Performed by K-BTE Medical Laser Device
Mr. Kostovic, for the first time in recorded history has eliminated magnetic from regular electromagnetic electricity. He
successfully cracked electrons allowing them to release their electromagnetic charge in the opposite direction, and then
they become sub-electrons quanta particles. In this way, he can extract these electrons from H2O electric fluid by wire
or wirelessly. Mr. Kostovic has absolute control on the speed and frequency and can safely increase the speed of these
electrons gradually from zero to the speed of light and faster. In this way, his centre has the ability to manipulate these
electrons and enrich them with natural amino acids to penetrate deeply into any physical organ, including the brain,
with zero harm to the healthy cells. This enables any therapist to provide true cleaning of the brain and other physical
organs from dead cells and bio-damaged/senescent cells, as well as eliminate the biological garbage/waste in lysosome
disposal accumulations. These liposomal dump sites contain abundant dead cells, oxidized proteins, numerous
unhealthy cells, etc…
The latest official Medical research in the US confirms the dying of 50 billion human cells on a daily basis inside
physical organs in the human body, as well as the dying of 10,000 brain nerve cells each day. Mr. Kostovic’s centre
developed the technology capable of cleaning the biological garbage/waste thereby opening and creating the space for
new healthy cells to grow. This means the opening of the body’s innate capability to regenerate any physical organ,
prevent the development of numerous diseases including terminal conditions, and keeping all physical organs clean and
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healthy.
Cleaning of biological garbage by bio-electrons is the main prerequisite to slow down the aging process that we
know today.
What we experience and witness as to fast and inevitable aging is actually disease. This occurred because the world of
today’s Science in Medicine did not develop any techniques to help the cleaning and maintenance of the human
physical organs.
Mr. Kostovic’s centre is the only centre to do this safely and effectively.
The cleaning by bio-electrons that his centre developed will make life healthy, vital, longer lasting and even more
powerful just as it occurs naturally in spots such as the Himalayas, Osaka, Cuba, etc. Mr. Kostovic’s new discoveries in
the World of Science include: in the arena of Physics, Electromagnetic, Medicine and Biochemistry. This new
information is paradigm shifting.
Mr. Kostovic also created the next seven steps described below. He did this by inventing a proprietary current known as
Reversed Current (RC) to create what is a sub-electrons photons quanta particle of bio-electricity. The device he
created is called the Kostovic Bio Technological Energizer, K-BTE (for short) Medical Laser Device. K-BTE laser
device, according to USA Law Act 201, was recognized in September of 2014 as an official Medical device, by the
FDA in the US.
This current K-BTE machine is the only prototype in the world. The K-BTE device is 100 percent finished and has
been performing bio-electron therapy for 22 years on humans, three in Europe and the last nineteen years in the US.
Experts from around the world have given huge support to this technology.
First, Mr. Kostovic’s centre has successfully developed a special proprietary current circuit and thus he cancelled
magnetic from electromagnetic in electricity and created the newly invented RC reverse current.
Second, this device extracts bio-electron photons from H2O electric fluid by wire and wirelessly. This is significant; it
is not electric shock therapy, in fact, zero electric shock therapy.
Third, while using the K-BTE device, the therapist has absolute control of the speed and frequency of these released
bio-electron photons enriched by natural acids. The therapist can use high voltages 120V, 240V or more and utilize the
strength of micro and nano amperes.
Current technology can perform only in AC industrial mill amperes, which is 1000 points or 1 ampere. Performing at
that strength is Electric Shock Therapy. It is too high a frequency and lethal if performed in higher Voltages from 12V,
to patients with human body resistance to ground of 1000 Ohm, wet condition, considered from official science.
Fourth, bio-electrons photons are converted into the strength of micro/1 million point of 1 amperes or nano/1 billion
point of 1 amperes allowing the bioelectricity even with multiple sheaves from two or more opposite directions to softly
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penetrate safely into the whole brain. Bio-electrons coalesce/meet each other in particular spots helping in the brain, for
instance, to defeat cancer by safely burning off malignant cancer cells with no harm to the healthy cells.
The K-BTE device also cleans brain congestion from the clots which cause strokes. Today’s world science can
only monitor this disaster, without helping, with zero help to patients who experience strokes.
The Bio-Electron Therapy destroys the abundance of sick cells in the brain and ameliorates deterioration which
can cause different neurological disorders. Again, with no harm to the nerves' healthy cells, spinal cord, heart or
any other physical organ. Zero harm is done to the healthy cells in the human being during this therapy.
This phenomenon of zero harm with maximum effect has not been achieved ever before in the USA or any other
place in the entire World of Medical Science.
Fifth, in the process of extracting bio-electron photons from the electric fluid, it can include the transference of
hundreds of different natural acids as well as amino acids. Each Biological Agent Tool or BAT is capable of
transferring three to six different natural and amino acids, by enriching/coating these bio-electron photons with multiple
sheaves of energy and performing deep penetration into any physical organ from multiple directions.
Bio-electrons' coalesce/meet each other from different directions eliminating and dispersing biological garbage
from any of the physical organs fiber tissue. This is essential in healing the human body the with highest
efficiency.
The clue is the deep penetration to the whole brain from multiple sheaves of enriched bio electrons and
incorporating two or more opposite directions with no harm to the healthy cells.
The USA and Western World’s Science and Medicine model is far behind such a novel, advanced and most efficient
technology in healing the body by cleaning and maintaining any and all of the human physical organs. At Stanford
University in New York, even with billions of dollars in donations they are still only working on mice. Mr. Kostovic
centre has successfully been performing bio-electron therapy on humans for 22 years with no harmful side
effects.
Sixth, bio-electron photons always penetrate softly on the skull or skin surface and thus deeply and efficiently target the
specific ailing human tissue.
Seventh, in the final segment of this process, the practitioner transfers the attracted/gathered sun light quanta particles
which contain elemental strings of each bio-photon particle. Powerful and complex structures of the third energetic
field are gathering sun light quanta particles and become carriers of the sun's elemental strings of nano bio-photons and
electron neutrino particles, transferring these elemental values directly into the brain through the hair on the skull.
These sun light quanta particles are contained in their elemental field/shape of elemental rounds through the sun's
elemental strings of nano bio-photons and electron neutrinos. Such particles are attracted in this process and sent
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directly into the brain using the hair as antennas, thereby awakening billions of dormant brain cells, including the weak
dormant brain nerve cells of new life sequences.
These awakened neurons start to release new neuronal motor impulses as well as fostering the regeneration,
recovery, and regrowth of any ailing existing neurons. This process is visible with closed eyes because of pineal
gland stimulation with high bio electrons vibration of Bio-Electricity.
These elemental strings of bio-photons released in this sunlight quanta particles process help restore the communication
of the neurons and improve synchronization, interacting through bio-photons in the nucleus of the DNA of nerve brain
cells. Penetration through hair on the skull of such elemental values can be filmed as one type of evidence. This is
essential for health, vitality and the extension of human life; and it is the only way the billions of hibernating/dormant
brain nerve cells can be awakened.
These specific events enable neurons to send billions of new impulses throughout the brain and spinal cord and to
increase mobility throughout the body, thereby increasing health and improved motor function.
This process is always skilfully directed into the body with the very gentle frequencies of micro and nano
amperes allowing zero risk of negative consequences.
Conclusion: Laser Acupuncture by Bio-Electrons Therapy, and Nano Bio-Photons Performing Cleaning and
Regeneration is singularly unique in the USA and the World in the Prevention and Healing of Cancer, numerous
Debilitating Diseases including Neurological Disorders, Strokes, Heart Attacks, etc., and to slow down the aging
process for the first time ever in this human civilization, as well as Vitally Extending Human Being’s Lives.
Biography:
I was born on December 6, 1950 in city Split, region Dalmatia, currently Croatia. I graduated from Split Gymnasium in
1969 with an Associate of Arts Degree in Humanities and Science. I am Italian with Asian and Russian origin, and I am
in the way to convert Croatian citizenship in my Italian and I am US citizen from 2006 year.
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Next - Engineering drawings and images for K-BTE Medical laser device
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